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Major 
Functions

Product 
StructureShovel

 Axe

   Hoe

Hammer

   Knife

Magnesium 
Rod Flint

Small Knife

Wire cutter

Tourniquet

Breaking 
window

Life-saving 
Whistle

Screwdriver

Extension 
bar

Ruler

Bottle 
opener

Handle end

First Handle

Small knife  

Screwdriver

Fixing Ring

Shovel Blade

Second 
Handle

Magnesium 
flint/whistle



Imported hi-carbon stainless steel
Hardness:HRC50-52 Tensile：Mpa≥735 
Limit standard:15T

Shovel Head

Material

Feature of hi-carbon steel
1. The carbon content is more 
than  0.6%
2. High intensity and solidity.
3. High elastic limit and fatigue 
limit.
4. High hardness(HRC60-65）
and abrasion resistance after 
heat treatment.
5.The hardness is moderate in 
annealing state, with better 
machinability.



Lock structure

It can form three kinds 
of angles, 30°, 90°, 
180°, as the functions 
of hook, hoe, shovel 
separately.

Fixed at 30°

Fixed at 90°

Fixed at 180°



Connecting shaft
The shaft is made of 
aluminum alloy for 
airplane with a tensile 
strength of Mpa350!

Inlaid enhanced steel  
can cut iron easily

Enhanced steel

Special nut
With the small newly 
added steel flake in the 
nut, the bolt and the nut 
could connect with each 
other more tightly and 
stably, which makes the 
shovel head impossible 
to loosenSpecial nut

        

Superior 
silicagel bears 
the strength 
and avoids 
abrasion better 



Handle
The handle is made of aluminum alloy for 
airplanes. The surface is treated by anodic 
oxidation technology. Besides, it is 
processed by CNC digital machine that 
makes it reach the top level of integration 
and stability in this trade！

Handle diamiter:26 mm
Tensile strenth:Mpa350.
Can meet the strict demand in different 
out door environment

The handle is designed 
with special attention to 
ergonomics plus delicate 
knurling treatment to 
reach a better antiskid 
effect!



Outdoor knife

Imported hi-carbon steel
Hardness:RHV55

Material

For peeling, scaling, cutting 
as well as a screwdriver

Functions



Screwdriver

Special steel
Hardness:RHV55

Material

With straight and 
cross screwdriver at 
the two ends

Functions



End of the bar

Aluminum alloy for 
airplanes
Handle diameter:26 mm
Tensile strengh:Mpa350,
With detachable whistle 
at the end

Material



Components

First Handle Second Handle End Handle

Multifunction Knife

Dual-head Screw Driver

Life saving Whistle and 
Magnesium flint rod

Tourniquet



For digging

As a hoe



For shoveling

Shovel



For chopping

As an axe



For cutting wire

As a cutter



For hammering

As a hammer



For cutting meat, vegetable and 
bones etc.

As a knife



For breaking windows

For breaking windows to escape in danger



To detach tire as an extension bar

As an extension bar



For scaling and cutting

Outdoor knife



Opening bottles

As a bottle opener



To stop bleeding when injured

Tourniquet



As a flint to ignite at high 
elevation area where 
oxygen is rare for ordinary 
lighters

Magnesium rod flint



Product and packing size

ComponentsShovel size:  165*128mm             
N.T.: 1 KG 

Packing size : 174*260*71mm
G.W.:  1.28 KG 



Chengdu Duoji Outdoor Products Co., Ltd.

International phone: 0086-28-61152176
Company address: RM 707, Bldg C, Ｍic Plaza,
                              1388# Tianfu Ave. Middle, Gaoxin District, Chengdu City, China

Function show：http://v.youku.com/v_show/id_XNDY0NDM0ODYw.html



THE END
Thanks


